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 But when she gets there, all she finds is a note that says she’s been expelled! Elina will have to go on a Quest to clear her name and find a way to Fairyland again! The Elina of 2016 is a very different character from her 2015 incarnation. With beautiful colored eyes, frilled dresses, and a lovely singing voice, Elina is a different kind of fairy. This fairy is fun, funny, and playful! The new character
design is very much in line with the fairy universe we’ve established in the previous two stories, and it’s clear that we’re in for a fairy tale with a punch of pure magic. Elina’s Quest: Growing Up Elina’s Quest: Growing Up is a musical adventure story set in 2016. It’s the first part of a trilogy of fairytale-like stories that follows the Elina of 2016 as she journeys through the magical world of Fairytopia.
With her new look and voice, Elina comes to Fairyland full of excitement and enthusiasm. But when she tries to join Fairy School to study magic, she gets the shock of her life. Her teacher has been expelled, and she’s been sent packing! The characters of Elina of 2016 are growing up, and this story focuses on Elina’s many new experiences as she grows older and matures. The story introduces us to

many new characters from Fairyland, including Bibble, who is the puffball from Barbie and Elina’s friend. Through her adventures, Elina meets Zaschtik, a magical golden bunny who will guide Elina on her quest to Fairyland. Fairytopia is a fantastical world. Where magical creatures like Zaschtik live. The Zaschtik bunny is a magical creature who comes from Fairyland. Zaschtik is a kind and
magical creature who is fond of Elina and her friends. Elina and Zaschtik work together to learn magic from the Fairy Queen. Elina and Zaschtik develop a special bond over time as they continue to explore Fairyland together. Fairytopia comes alive with magic Fairytopia comes alive with magic! In the Elina of 2016  82157476af
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